StableCamper Back-Stop Installation

The StableCamper Back-Stop is
designed to mount into your truck bed
to act as a stop for the face of your
camper to rest against while loaded onto your truck.
Placement of the Back-Stop is determined by the installer and
will vary depending the where the installer wants the camper
to sit on the truck bed. Care and thoughtful planning should
be taken when determining the mounting location of the
Back-Stop.
The Back-Stop is 4 inches by 6 inches
and can be installed in the vertical
or horizontal orientation as show
here in the following image.

The StableCamper Back-Stop kit includes the Back-Stop
assembly and all mounting hardware
ITEM

QTY

Back-Stop ASM

1

3/8-16 Hex Bolt

6

3/8 Flat Washer

12

3/8 Lock Nut

6

0.386” Drill Bit

1

Hardware installation orientation
Bolts should be tightened to normal tightness
not exceeding normal 3/8-16 torque spec of
23 ft/lbs

Bolting the Back-Stop in place with the supplied 6 sets of
hardware should look something like the illustration below.

Care must be taken in choosing bolt locations to ensure there
are no obstructions under the truck deck that would not allow
the hardware to fit properly in place. The underside of the
truck deck should be examined, and measurements taken to
ensure proper bolt locations are made.

Back Stop Placement
To locate the position of the Back Stop to the bed, start by
measuring the base of your camper. This measurement
should go along the bottom of the camper from front to back.
Be sure to include
any bumpers on
the face of the
camper and
measure back to
any obstruction
protruding from
the bottom of the
camper. This could
include plumbing,
generator pan, or any brackets that may hang below the
camper.
Using this measurement, place the Back Stop the same
measurement from the back of the bed to face of the Back
Stop the same measurement
from the back of the bed to
face of the Back Stop. We
suggest that you subtract 1”
to allow for added clearance
between your camper and
the end of the bed. For side
to side, that Back Stop should
be centered in the bed.

